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Ladies and gentlemen, 

Dear friends, 

Dear Ton Elias, 

I am delighted to welcome you to the French Residence in The Hague, after a very intense visit 

dedicated, along with my friend Bert Koenders, to the future of Europe, our bilateral relations, and 

the international issues on which both our countries are mobilized. 

This event has a particular flavour for me – after 30 years in Parliament! – as I  am here to honour an 

eminent representative of the cooperation between our parliaments, a key player in our bilateral 

relationship and a great friend of France. 

Before conferring upon you these insignia on behalf of the President of the French Republic, I would 

like to say a little about your career, my dear Ton Elias. Indeed, your very rich career is characterized 

by one constant factor: as a parliamentary journalist, as a politician and as an entrepreneur, you have 

always been motivated by a great curiosity and a great attachment to France. It is also for this 

singular tie forged over the years that we would like to thank you tonight. 

Dear Ton Elias, 

You were third of four children in your family. It was your father, a journalist and specialist in 

education issues, who passed on to you his passion for his profession and his taste for politics. 

He was a deportee who survived Buchenwald and was very discreet about the horror of the camps. 

You have said that he taught you never to let them get you down, that you have to combat adversity. 

Here with you tonight, I would like to pay homage to him for I know that you were very close and 

that he remains a model of moral elegance and integrity for you even today. 

During your political science studies at the University of Amsterdam, you wrote in the university 

newspaper, Folia Civitatis. This appetite for public affairs and political debate led you to join the 

political show Den Haag Vandaag as a parliamentary journalist in 1982. 

You built yourself a formidable reputation there for your tough interviews and your in-depth 

understanding of issues. After a period at TV10, you joined RTL4 which you left in 2000 to become 

communication director for an insurance company and later found your own communication 

consultancy. 
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So you are also a businessman. You say that you draw on this entrepreneurial experience in your 

current parliamentary functions, particularly with a care to fully carry out the mission of auditing 

public finances which is devolved to Parliament. You are proud, and rightly, to have chaired the 

parliamentary commission of inquiry into the government’s computer systems. 

In 2008, you were elected a Member of the House of Representatives. You have particularly focused 

on economic and financial issues and those relating to transport, and you have been the First Deputy 

Speaker since January this year. 

Your entourage unanimously commends your ability to forge human ties, your great frankness and 

your independence of thought, as well as the freedom of tone which you conserve in all 

circumstances. And indeed you are proud of that, saying that you consider that one of the greatest 

successes of your political career is always having said exactly what you thought, that perhaps you 

have become slightly more diplomatic over time, but not by much! 

You are also renowned for your loyalty in friendship and your high expectations, both of yourself and 

of others. 

Dear Ton Elias, 

In Parliament too, you work to forge and maintain the special ties between France and the 

Netherlands. This role as an intermediary between our two countries draws on a deeply held 

knowledge and love for France. 

This affection goes back to your childhood. You still remember the car journeys that could last up to 

three days. Your parents, who wanted to better get to know France, took great pleasure in taking the 

scenic route, on the little “yellow” and “white” minor roads on the Michelin maps. 

As a great connoisseur of French culture, you like to emphasize, so as to highlight our closeness, that 

Descartes, Voltaire and Diderot all spent time in the Netherlands. You share your taste for the French 

language with your wife who studied French in the 1980s, and with your daughter who is studying in 

Paris. 

This attachment to France is also an attachment to a region – Gers – where you head to your second 

home every summer. Everyone knows your encyclopaedic knowledge of our produce – and our 

vineyards in particular. 

Dear Ton Elias, 

As a Francophile and a Francophone, you chair the parliamentary friendship group between France 

and the Netherlands. As such, you play a major role in encouraging cooperation and exchanges 

between our two countries. You are of precious assistance in organizing meetings between the 

members of parliament of France and the Netherlands, for example when the France-Netherlands 

interparliamentary friendship group visited the Netherlands in 2013 and, more recently, during the 

lunch you hosted at the House of Representatives for the chairs of the interparliamentary friendship 

groups of the French National Assembly and Senate. 
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This parliamentary aspect of our bilateral relationship is extremely important in my eyes and I would 

like to thank, through you, all the Members of Parliament who received me this afternoon at the 

House. 

On behalf of France, I would also like to warmly thank the Parliament of the Netherlands for its show 

of support when France was once more hit by terrorist attacks, by organizing, at the beginning of the 

last session of parliament, a very moving homage to the victims. 

Dear Ton Elias, 

We are here this evening to commend your career and your work in bringing our two countries and 

peoples closer together. 

Ton Elias, on behalf of the President of the French Republic and under the powers conferred upon us, 

we hereby make you a Chevalier in the legion of honour. 


